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Differential circuits are assumed to reject common-mode noise yet no parameter is available to describe
that rejection as the Common Mode Rejection Ratio (CMRR) applies only to deterministic signals, not to
random noise. We propose a model and a method to analyze the contribution of the input common-mode
electronic noise to the output voltage noise of differential circuits. The analysis shows that the same
parameter-matching conditions that improve the CMRR determine common-mode noise rejection but
CMRR is more sensitive to mismatching. For example, a low-frequency CMRR as low as 8 dB implies that
more than 82% of common-mode noise is rejected. Thus, often only differential-mode noise is relevant.
However, if the equivalent input current noise sources predominate over equivalent input voltage noise
sources, cross-correlation between them partially yields common-mode noise that will also be rejected.
We also propose a simple test that yields an estimate of that correlation.

� 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Differential circuits reject input common-mode signals regard-
less of the origin of the signals, provided they do not exceed the
specified maximal input common mode voltage. In voltage-
processing circuits, the capability of rejecting common-mode
deterministic signals is described by the quotient between the
voltage gain for differential signals and the voltage gain for
common-mode signals, termed Common Mode Rejection Ratio
(CMRR). Ideally, the CMRR of differential circuits should be large
enough for input common mode signals to yield an output voltage
smaller than the desired voltage resolution in the frequency range
of interest.

For random signals, however, no parameter equivalent to the
CMRR has been defined as the signal to noise ratio (SNR) does
not differentiate common-mode noise from differential-mode
noise. Instead, it is often assumed that the ability of rejecting
common-mode signals does not depend on their nature hence
common-mode electronic –random– noise will be rejected the
same as any other common-mode signal [1–3]. The scarcity of
studies about common-mode electronic noise may suggest that
this assumption is widely accepted.

Most studies concerning common-mode noise do not really
consider random signals but interfering signals that originate in
the electromagnetic environment as in [4] or on common-mode
signals that are part of the sensed measurands as in [5]. However,
analog integrated circuits have circuit topologies where some com-
ponents contribute common-mode electronic noise. For example,
the tail current source of differential transistor pairs –the input
stage of op amps– generates common-mode current noise. If both
branches of the differential pair are completely symmetrical then
identical voltage noise signals appear at each output terminal that
are considered to cancel out. Breaking that symmetry converts part
of the common-mode electronic noise to differential-mode [6]
which is likely to happen as frequency increases. Common-mode
electronic noise is also a concern in more complex circuits. In [7],
the level-shifting circuitry of a switched-capacitor differential
amplifier is shown to contribute common-mode electronic noise
that is considered to be attenuated by the amplifier’s CMRR. How-
ever, the 1/f noise component of the common-mode is not suffi-
ciently attenuated and defines the corner frequency of the
differential-mode output noise spectrum. In [8], the common-
mode feedback circuitry contributes common-mode electronic
noise that is attenuated by a factor related to CMRR –but not the
CMRR itself. In that work, it was not possible to have a more com-
prehensive description of that factor as no further study was car-
ried out.

Voltage-feedback operational amplifiers (op amps) are arche-
type differential circuits and in the analysis of their internal noise
sources, common-mode noise components are assumed not to
contribute to output voltage noise because of internal subtractions
and balanced differential stages [9–11]. That balance is the same
that yields high CMRR. However, this does not imply that the
CMRR is a valid parameter for noise analysis.
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The goal of this work is to analyze the contribution of input
common-mode electronic noise to the output voltage noise in dif-
ferential circuits and to find a parameter to describe that contribu-
tion. First, a model is proposed to describe how common-mode
noise propagates into the signal chain inside differential circuits.
Next, the cross-correlation between propagated noise signals is
calculated, a parameter that describes the conditions to obtain
minimal output noise, and some predictions derived from these
conditions are formulated. Later on, the validity of the model and
those predictions are experimentally assessed and their possible
impact on the design of passive front-ends for differential circuits
is discussed. Finally, since the contribution remaining of differen-
tial input noise mostly depends on the correlation between input
noise currents, a simple test is proposed to estimate that
correlation.

2. Common-mode noise propagation in differential circuits

2.1. Circuit model and noise analysis

Fig. 1 shows a simplified model that describes how common-
mode signals propagate inside a voltage-processing circuit with
differential input and single-ended output. The signal is simultane-
ously applied to both input terminals (H and L), processed in each
of the two signal paths H1(f) and H2(f) in a first stage, and the
respective output voltages are subtracted in a second stage that
yields a single-ended output. Eventually, later stages further pro-
cess the result of the subtraction but they cannot distinguish
whether that result comes from an input common-mode or
differential-mode signal hence those stages are irrelevant with
regard to the overall circuit performance in front of common-
mode or differential-mode signals. The second stage is assumed
to be ideal hence it responds only to the difference between the
two signals.

If H1(f) and H2(f) are assumed to be first-order low-pass transfer
functions that should ideally be equal but in practice may have dif-
ferent dc gains, G1 and G2, and bandwidths, f1 and f2, for example
because of component manufacturing tolerance, we have,

H1 fð Þ ¼ G1f 1
f 1 þ jf

: ð1Þ

H2 fð Þ ¼ G2f 2
f 2 þ jf

: ð2Þ

Then, a common-mode voltage noise source with voltage spec-
tral density (VSD) eni(f) will yield a noise signal with VSD en1(f) at
one of the outputs of the first stage and en2(f) at the other output.
According to [12], the cross-correlation coefficient between these
two VSDs can be defined as
Fig. 1. A common-mode signal propagating through a differential circuit that
comprises two separate transfer functions and a stage that subtracts their
respective outputs to obtain a single-ended signal.
C12 ¼ R12ð0Þ
r1r2

ð3Þ

where r1 and r2 are the rms voltages due to en1(f) and en2(f), and
R12(0) is their cross-correlation power. Because en1(f) and en2(f)
are stationary random processes, r1 and r2 can be computed as

rx ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Rxxð0Þ

p
¼ Enx; for x ¼ 1; 2: ð4Þ

Recalling the definition of the cross-correlation function, R12(0)
is computed as (see the Annex)

R12 0ð Þ ¼ 1
2p

Z 1

�1
en1 fð Þe�n2 fð Þdf ð5Þ

and, if eni(f) is white,

R12 0ð Þ ¼ e2ni
2p

Z 1

�1
H1 fð ÞH�

2 fð Þdf ¼ 2pe2niG1G2
f 1f 2

f 1 þ f 2
: ð6Þ

Using (4) to compute r1 yields

R11 0ð Þ ¼ 1
2p

Z 1

�1
en1 fð Þe�n1 fð Þdf ¼ e2ni

2p

Z 1

�1

f 21G
2
1

f 21 þ f 2
df

¼ e2niG
2
1pf 1: ð7Þ

Therefore,

r1 ¼ eni G1j j
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pf 1

q
ð8Þ

and, similarly,

r2 ¼ eni G2j j
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pf 2

q
: ð9Þ

Finally, the correlation coefficient will be

C12 ¼
2pe2nG1G2

f 1 f 2
f 1þf 2

e2ni G1j j
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pf 1

p
G2j j

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pf 2

p ¼ 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f 1f 2

p
f 1 þ f 2

sgn G1ð Þsgn G2ð Þ ð10Þ

that shows that spectral correlation depends on the closeness
between the circuit bandwidths hence on the frequency contents
of the two processed signals, but does not depend on their ampli-
tudes. The average bandwidth fa = (f1 + f2)/2 and their imbalance
Df = f1–f2 allow us to define the bandwidth tolerance as tf = 2fa/Df
hence f1 = fa(1 + tf) and f2 = fa(1 – tf). Therefore, C12 will be

C12 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� t2f

q
sgn G1ð Þsgn G2ð Þ: ð11Þ

When the two voltages En1 and En2 are subtracted in the second
stage in Fig. 1, the output rms voltage noise Eno can be computed
from the output noise power [13],

E2
no ¼ E2

n1 þ E2
n2 � 2C12En1En2: ð12Þ

Provided that G1 and G2 are both positive or negative, if the two
signal bandwidths are identical (tf = 0), then C12 = +1. Nevertheless,
mismatches as large as f1 = 2f2 (tf = 1/3) yield C12 = 0.94, which is a
good correlation. Therefore, because most differential amplifiers
are expected to achieve high C12 values, common-mode random
noise eni in Fig. 1 should usually be largely cancelled.

2.2. Common-mode electronic noise reduction factor

Substituting (6)–(10) in (12) yields

E2
no ¼ pe2niG

2
1f 1 þ pe2niG

2
2f 2 � 4 f 1 f 2

f 1þf 2
pe2niG1G2

¼ pe2ni G2
1f 1 þ G2

2f 2
� �

1� 4 G1G2

G2
1 f 1þG2

2f 2ð Þ
f 1 f 2
f 1þf 2ð Þ

� �

¼ E2
u 1� kNRð Þ

ð13Þ

where
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E2
u ¼ pe2ni G2

1f 1 þ G2
2f 2

� �
ð14Þ

is the noise power obtained when en1(f) and en2(f) are totally uncor-
related, and

kNR ¼ 4
G1G2

G2
1f 1 þ G2

2f 2

f 1f 2
f 1 þ f 2

¼ 4
G1
G2
þ G2

G1
þ G1 f 1

G2 f 2
þ G2f 2

G1f 1

ð15Þ

is a factor that describes the amount of noise reduction with respect
to the case with uncorrelated noise in the two signal paths, and will
always be positive.

Gains can also be written in terms of their tolerance. Using anal-
ogous definitions to tf, we rewrite G1 = Ga(1 + tG) and G2 = Ga(1 –
tG). Substituting all gains and bandwidths in terms of their toler-
ances yields

kNR ¼ 1� t2G
1þ tG þ tfð Þ2= 1� t2f

� � : ð16Þ

Perfect bandwidth matching (tf = 0) yields

kNRjtf¼0 ¼ 1� t2G
1þ t2G

� 1� 2t2G ð17Þ

for tG << 1, while perfect gain matching (tG = 0) yields

kNRjtG¼0 ¼ 1� t2f : ð18Þ
Perfect gain-bandwidth product (GBW) matching, i.e.

G1f1 = G2f2, which implies tf = �tG (mismatches equal in magnitude
but of opposite sign), yields

kNRjtG¼0 ¼ 1� t2G: ð19Þ
Ideal conditions (tf = tG = 0) yield kNR = 1 and the input common-

mode voltage noise would not contribute any output voltage noise.
This situation will seldom be achieved in practice but, according to
Fig. 2, more realistic tolerance values already yield high kNR values
hence common-mode voltage noise will often be largely cancelled.
If we assume, for example, ±20% manufacturing tolerances
(tG = tf = 0.2) we obtain C12 = 0.98 and kNR = 0.82, which is quite
good. Similarly, ±5% tolerances yield C12 = 0.99875 and
kNR = 0.9975, which is excellent. This implies that common-mode
electronic noise will seldom be a problem, as usually assumed,
and that kNR is more sensitive to mismatches than C12 hence better
describes them.

2.3. CMRR and Common-mode noise reduction

The limited CMRR for deterministic signals in differential cir-
cuits also results from component or circuit mismatches and, as
opposed to the factor kNR above, it is normally specified for differ-
Fig. 2. Common-mode noise reduction factor (kNR) as a function
ential amplifiers. Therefore, if there were any equation that related
them, perhaps CMRR could be used to predict common-mode elec-
tronic noise reduction.

For a differential circuit like that in Fig. 1, where the two signal
paths in the first stage are independent from each other, according
to [14,15] we have,

CMRRðf Þ ¼ 1
2
H1ðf Þ þ H2ðf Þ
H1ðf Þ � H2ðf Þ : ð20Þ

Therefore, whereas for signal cross-correlation, circuit band-
width matching is evaluated in (10) by the quotient between their
geometric and arithmetic means, and this quotient will be close to
1 even for relatively large bandwidth mismatches, for the CMRR
the average of the two transfer functions is compared to their dif-
ference and the result will be small whenever the two transfer
functions are not very close.

Replacing (1) and (2) in (16) yields

CMRRðf Þ ¼ 1
2
ðG1 þ G2Þf 1f 2 þ jf ðG1f 1 þ G2f 2Þ
ðG1 � G2Þf 1f 2 þ jf ðG1f 1 � G2f 2Þ

ð21Þ

that is a complex parameter whereas kNR is a real number. A perfect
CMRR requires G1 = G2 and G1f1 = G2f2, which are the same condi-
tions that yield kNR = 1. If G1 – G2, then at dc,

CMRRð0Þ ¼ 1
2tG

ð22Þ

whereas at very high frequencies,

CMRRð1Þ ¼ 1þ 4tGtf
2tG þ 2tf

’ 1
2 tG þ tfð Þ : ð23Þ

That is, close gains improve CMRR(0), and kNR, whereas close
bandwidths make CMRR(f) � CMRR(0), hence constant with fre-
quency but not necessarily high (for example if dc gains are unbal-
anced) yet improve C12 hence kNR. If gains and bandwidth are
mismatched but GBW is matched then, from (19),

kNR ¼ 1� 1

4� CMRRð0Þ2
: ð24Þ

Therefore, kNR will always be very close to 1 in this case.
These results demonstrate that kNR is far less sensitive to mis-

matching than the CMRR. Thus, for the same example above
with ±20% tolerance for dc gain and signal bandwidth, we obtain
CMRR(0) = 2.5 (8 dB), which would not significantly reduce input
common-mode voltages, often much larger than differential sig-
nals, yet kNR = 0.82 could be acceptable as common-mode noise
is not usually as large as common-mode voltage interference can
be.
of gain tolerance (left) and of bandwidth tolerance (right).



Fig. 4. Connecting a floating signal source Vs to the inputs of an instrumentation
amplifier (IA) that has a different signal ground requires an input biasing network
for the amplifier.
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If the spectrum of eni(f) were colored, for example because it
includes 1/f noise, the equations (10), (13) and (15) –for C12, Eno2

and kNR respectively– would not apply. Nevertheless, the conclu-
sion that differential circuits largely reject input common-mode
electronic noise even if gain and signal bandwidth are so poorly
matched that the CMRR is low, can be expected to remain true.
The same can be said if the frequency response of the circuit is
band-pass instead of low-pass, or is second order instead of first
order.

Nevertheless, it would be wrong to draw the conclusion that a
large CMRR will necessarily imply a large kNR, because the result
above applies only to differential circuits that can be modelled
by Fig. 1. The differential circuit in Fig. 3 (left), for example, com-
prises an unbalanced fully-differential low-pass filter connected
to a differential amplifier. Since there is no return path for
common-mode currents, the filter’s CMRR will be infinite and
Vcm will not contribute to the output voltage. However, the input
common-mode voltage noise eni will propagate differently to the
inverting and non-inverting inputs (Fig. 3, right) yielding a low
C12, hence a low kNR, and it will contribute to the output voltage
noise.

In summary, even though no simple equation relates kNR and
CMRR, and kNR cannot be directly calculated from data sheet spec-
ifications, neither a large CMRR necessarily means a high kNR, input
common-mode electronic noise in balanced differential circuits
can usually be neglected because of the subtraction included in dif-
ferential signal processing.
2.4. Implications of common-mode noise reduction in integrated
differential amplifiers

The first consequence of the great ability of differential circuits
of rejecting input common-mode electronic noise even if their
CMRR is small is that, for optimal noise performance, any passive
front-end for differential circuits should be so designed that differ-
ential noise is reduced disregarding possible common-mode noise
increases, because this last noise will be rejected. Differential
passive front-end circuits may be required, for example, for
ac-coupling or to provide a biasing path for the input stages of a
differential circuit connected to a capacitive signal source or to a
floating signal source [16–18], like that shown in Fig. 4. Here, Zi
and Zi’ should be large-enough to achieve the desired differential
input impedance, but not larger, whereas Zb can include a much
larger resistor, commensurate to the input bias current and the
acceptable input offset voltage. Large resistors in Zi and Zi’ would
yield differential-mode noise (thermal noise and voltage noise
due to equivalent input current noise sources of each input termi-
nal, in+ for the non-inverting input and in- for the inverting input),
whereas Zb will produce only common-mode noise.

The second major consequence of the result of the analysis
above relates to in+ and in-. Whenever these noise sources are
Fig. 3. Differential amplifier with an unbalanced fully-differential low-pass filter. For a
bandwidth mismatch decreases the correlation between en+ (noise at the non-inverting
(right).
highly correlated, most of the voltage they develop across the
equivalent source resistors will be common-mode noise hence out-
put noise will be smaller than that resulting from a straight rms
sum (for uncorrelated noise sources). For operational amplifiers,
for example, it has been demonstrated in [19] that a complete
noise model requires an equivalent input voltage noise generator,
en, and in+ = in- = in and the three corresponding correlation coeffi-
cients between each pair of these three generators. The measured
correlation between voltage and current sources in a single op amp
in that study was about 0.05 at low frequencies and 0.02 at high
frequencies whereas the (negative) correlation between in+ and
in- was about 0.5 and constant with frequency. In [20], however,
only the correlation between the voltage noise source and each
of the two current noise sources was considered, and the result
was a negative correlation that was stronger at frequencies where
the 1/f noise predominates. Correlation between in+ and in- was dis-
regarded because they are connected to different input terminals.
In [19] correlation between all noise sources was considered
‘‘because they may include the contribution of the same noise physical
mechanism.” As noted in [11], some op amp topologies like bipolar
input op amps have an emitter biasing circuitry whose noise yields
correlated input current noise on both input bipolar transistors.
Current noise in other technologies like CMOS op amps are due
to the reversed biased input diodes that are physically different
hence their noise will be totally uncorrelated. The analysis in Sec-
tion II.A offers a complementary point of view: equivalent input
noise generators will produce differential-mode and common-
mode voltages and only differential voltages will contribute to
the output voltage noise. Whenever there is significant correlation
between in+ and in- the common-mode voltage will increase for
matched source resistors and this is why the specifications of some
low-noise op amps (e.g. LT1028 from Linear Technology) apply
deterministic common-mode voltage Vcm (left) the CMRR will be infinite while the
input) and eni (input noise source) hence contributing to the output noise voltage
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only for matched source resistors. This could also explain why the
maximal noise overestimation in [19] was obtained for matched
source resistors.

Correlation between in+ and in- implies that actual noise can be
smaller than predicted noise, as data sheets do not usually include
any correlation coefficients. Anyway, lower noise is an advantage
hence this is not necessarily an issue. However, if the instrumenta-
tion amplifier in Fig. 4 is replaced by a differential amplifier built
from operational amplifiers, in+ and in- will be totally uncorrelated
hence they will contribute differential noise.
3. Noise measurement setup

The common-mode noise rejection predicted by (13), the low
relevance of the CMRR in noise calculations, and the correlation
between equivalent input current noise sources in integrated IAs
have been assessed by two different experiments.

First, noise predictions based on (13) and the role of the CMRR
have been evaluated by measuring the output voltage noise of a
differential amplifier built to resemble the circuit model in Fig. 1
as shown in Fig. 5. G1 was the gain of a non-inverting amplifier,
G2 was the gain of an inverting amplifier, and the summing stage
was a voltage adder, all built from op amps. Although G2 was neg-
ative, the adder made this setup equivalent to the differential–to–
single-ended conversion circuit modelled in Fig. 1 hence the anal-
ysis above applies if G2 is assumed positive. This circuit allows us
to easily imbalance gains and has slightly different signal band-
widths for each signal path even when G1 = G2 because for the
non-inverting amplifier f1 = GBW1/G1 whereas for the inverting
amplifier f2 = GBW2/(1 + |G2|) [21]. This imbalance, however,
decreases for increasing gains. First, three different sets of close
values for G1 and G2 were selected, around 10 (case 1), 40 (case
2) and 60 (case 3). Later, in order to assess the effect of a very poor
CMRR, gains were designed G1 = 1 and |G2| = 10 (case 4), which
from (22) yield CMRR(0) = 0.6. The experimental tolerances tG
and tf are shown in Table 1.

All op amps used were OP270 (Analog Devices) with
GBW = 5 MHz, typical. The external input voltage noise Eni was
obtained from a function generator (33210A, Agilent Technologies)
with rms values from 100 mV (for voltage gains larger than 10) and
2 V (for voltage gains 10 and smaller), selected to have a large-
enough output voltage that could be easily measured. All rms noise
voltages were measured with the AC rms voltage (standard devia-
tion) measurement function of a digital oscilloscope (DSO-X
3254A, Agilent Technologies). The equivalent noise bandwidth
was from 0.1 Hz to 100 kHz which resulted from acquiring 10 s
time series at 200 kHz sampling frequency (See Fig. 6).

In a second scenario, we measured the output voltage noise due
to a large-value resistor Rb connected to the input of an IA in differ-
Fig. 5. Differential amplifier built from separated inverting and non-inverting
amplifiers and a summing amplifier that performs the differential-to-single-ended
signal conversion. Eni is the rms value of a random voltage from a signal generator
that is simultaneously applied to both inputs.
ent ways (Fig. 7). The value of Rb was chosen high enough to make
the voltage drop across it due to in+ and in- to dominate over en and
the own resistor’s thermal noise. Case a) allows us to measure the
rms noise floor, En. Rb in cases b), c) and d) yields differential-mode
noise only and End should match the rms sum of Enb and Enc if input
noise current sources were uncorrelated,

End ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E2
nb þ E2

nc

q
: ð25Þ

The equivalent common-mode input voltage noise at the invert-
ing and non-inverting inputs in case e) is

e2n þ ¼ e2n - � i2n þ þ i2n -

� �
R2
b ð26Þ

which should be largely rejected so that the output voltage noise
should be close to En.

In this second set of experiments, the output voltage noise was
measured with a 6 ½ digit voltmeter (34401A, Agilent Technolo-
gies) by computing the standard deviation of 100 consecutive mea-
surements (dc voltage, 10 power-line cycle integration time),
which results in 5 Hz measurement bandwidth and negligible
internal noise (Fig. 8). The commercial monolithic IAs tested were
INA114 (Texas Instruments) and AD623 (Analog Devices). The
specific setup for each IA is described in Table 2.
4. Experimental results and discussion

Table 1 shows the results for the differential amplifier in Fig. 5.
G1 and G2 are the actual gains whereas CMRR(0) has been calcu-
lated from (18). f1 and f2 have been calculated from the op amp’s
gain-bandwidth product, and C12 and kNR are those predicted by
(10) and (15) respectively. En1 and En2 are the measured output
voltages for the signal paths with gain G1 and G2 respectively, Eu
would be the expected output voltage if En1 and En2 were uncorre-
lated, Eno,t is the output voltage predicted from (13), and Eno,m is
the measured output voltage, due to both Eno,t and any equivalent
differential input voltage noise, probably much smaller than the
external noise applied in common mode.

For cases 1 to 3, tG and tf are sufficiently low for the predicted
values of C12 and kNR to approach their ideal values in spite of
the relatively poor CMRR(0) in case 1 as compared to the usual
CMRR(0) values required to reject common mode input signals,
and of the mismatch between G1f1 and G2f2. Measured En1 and
En2 voltages are similar in the three cases hence attributable to
the noise voltage applied in common mode. If En1 and En2 were
independent, the resulting output voltage when added, Eu, would
be very large. However, measured output voltages Eno,m are very
close to the calculated Eno,t values, which corroborates that the
actual kNR is close enough to 1 for the random common-mode volt-
age applied to the input (100 mV or 2 V, depending on the gain) to
yield only a very small output voltage. This is also in agreement
with the predicted behavior in Fig. 3.

The scant influence of a large CMRR(0) in common-mode noise
reduction can be observed by comparing cases 1 and 2: in case 1,
voltage noise reduction with respect to Eu is about 95% (55.8 mV
compared to 1183.5 mV), whereas in case 2 a CMRR(0) about seven
times better increases voltage noise reduction only to 98.5%
(36 mV compared to 2402.9 mV).

Case 4 worsens the dissimilitude between the two signal paths
for the applied random common-mode voltage. The dissimilar
gains result in CMRR(0) = 0.6 and the large signal bandwidth mis-
match (462 kHz and 4824 kHz) predicts poor correlation (about
0.56) and power noise reduction, kNR = 0.33. In practice, voltage
noise reduces from 300 mV to 251 mV, which is equivalent to
30% power noise reduction. Therefore, predictions from (13) are
right.



Table 1
Measured values for total output voltage for the differential amplifier in Fig. 5 when a random voltage Eni is applied in common mode.

Case tG tf CMRR(0) linear C12 kNR En1/mV En2/mV Eu/mV Eno,t/mV Eno,m/mV

1 0.046 0.002 11 �0.99983 0.99719 861 812 1183.5 49.0 55.8
2 0.007 0.006 70 �0.99989 0.99989 1715 1683 2402.9 33.4 36.0
3 0.008 0.016 63 �0.99998 0.99977 287 281 401.7 7.5 7.2
4 0.816 0.832 0.6 �0.564880 0.33359 73 291 300.0 257.7 251.0

Fig. 6. Noise measurement setup for the differential amplifier built from spare op
amps (Fig. 5). White noise is generated by an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG).
The power supply (PS) provides ±15 V to the op amp. Finally, a digital oscilloscope
(DO) records the rms output voltage.

Fig. 8. Noise measurement setup for the different instrumentation amplifier
configurations of Fig. 7. The instruments used are the same as in Fig. 6 except for
the DO that has been replaced by a 6½ digital voltmeter (DVM).
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In monolithic IAs, spectral correlation and CMRR(f) will likely be
high because of component trimming during manufacturing hence
common-mode noise reduction should be large. Table 2 shows that
noise in Fig. 7b and c is about the same, as expected because in+ and
in- are assumed to be equal for both input terminals. Therefore, if
in+ and in- were uncorrelated, from (25) it could be expected that
End in Fig. 7d were about 3.65 mV, yet the measured Enc is only
2.41 mV. This means that input noise currents have a strong nega-
tive correlation. As a matter of fact, applying (12) to Enb, Enc and End
allows us to estimate a correlation factor of �0.57 between in+ and
in- for INA114 and �0.23 for AD627. This partial correlation was
further corroborated by repeating the same test on ten INA114
and ten AD627 units. The calculated correlation factors were
between �0.1 and �0.6 for the INA114 and also for the AD627.

In Fig. 7e, it is safe to assume C12 � 1 and the large CMRR(0) jus-
tifies the suppression of common-mode noise hence Ene should in
Fig. 7. Monolithic instrumentation amplifier and different positions tested for Rb. En, Enb,
d and e respectively.
principle be a bit larger than En (noise floor). However, whereas Ene
is certainly more than two orders of magnitude smaller than End, it
turns out that for the AD627, Ene < En, which suggests that cross-
correlations between its intrinsic noise sources en, in+ and in- are
stronger than for the INA114. In any case, the reduction of input
common-mode noise contribution to output voltage noise in dif-
ferential amplifiers is undisputable and the circuits in Fig. 7d and
7e provide a fast method to evaluate it. Further, whereas in Fig. 5
the input common-mode noise was an external random signal
with white power spectral density, the common-mode noise in
Fig. 7e includes 1/f noise from en, in+ and in- yet the large beneficial
effect of the internal voltage subtraction in differential amplifiers is
also observed, as expected. Therefore, when designing passive
front ends such as input biasing networks [22] or ac-coupling fil-
ters [23], that can be modelled as in Fig. 4 with a common-mode
resistor Rb in the place of Zb, in+ and in- will each produce a voltage
Enc, End and Ene are the rms output voltage noise values for the configurations a, b, c,



Table 2
Measured values for total output noise for the different circuits in Fig. 7.

Instrumentation amplifier characteristics Measurements

Model Setup CMRR (0)/ dB Typ Noise sources (@ 1 kHz) Ena/lV Enb/mV Enc/mV End/mV Ene/mV

INA114 Rb = 10 MX G = 10 106 en = 11 nV/
p
Hz in = 0,2 pA/

p
Hz fci > 10 Hz 6.10 2.45 2.70 2.41 6.98

AD627 Rb = 55 MX G = 45 100 en = 38 nV/
p
Hz in = 50 fA/

p
Hz fci � 5 Hz 10.30 0.38 0.36 0.46 8.80
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noise, uncorrelated to Rb‘s thermal noise, and the three noise volt-
ages will appear in common mode hence they will be rejected.

The conclusion from the analysis of the circuit in Fig. 7e can be
applied to the design of IAs built from discrete op amps, such as the
three-op-amp instrumentation amplifier. Here, the equivalent
input current noise sources will be uncorrelated hence an input
biasing T-network like that in Fig. 4 will largely outperform a net-
work consisting of a single biasing resistor from each amplifier
input to signal ground but in any case the circuit will be noisier
than a monolithic IA.
5. Conclusions

Input common-mode electronic noise in differential circuits is
usually disregarded because of the common-mode rejection ratio
(CMRR) thus omitting the fact that the CMRR is defined only for
deterministic signals, not for random noise.

Input common-mode noise in differential circuits yields inter-
nal noise voltages that are eventually subtracted before contribut-
ing to the output voltage noise. That subtraction results in negative
correlation between the output voltages of the two signal paths of
the differential circuit and if these two paths were matched, then
input common-mode noise would be totally rejected upon sub-
tracting their outputs. Mismatches between the two signal paths,
however, limit noise reduction according to factor kNR defined in
(15), which should ideally be 1. High CMRR values for the entire
signal bandwidth yield kNR � 1 and they can be obtained by high
CMRR(0) and similar gain-bandwidth product for the two signal
paths (GBW1 � GBW2), the first condition being more important.
Nevertheless, a very high CMRR by itself does not guarantee
common-mode noise reduction. Circuit topologies like that in
Fig. 3 where there’s no return path for common-mode currents
might completely cancel the effects of common-mode voltage sig-
nals but not the contribution of common-mode random noise
because unbalanced noise paths to the inverting and non-
inverting inputs yield partially uncorrelated signals that would
eventually contribute output noise.

Experimental results in a differential amplifier built to enable
controlled mismatching of the two signal paths confirm theoretical
predictions and corroborate that both gain and bandwidth should
be similar in order to decrease common-mode electronic noise.
However, no strict matching is required because more than 95%
noise reduction can be obtained with just CMRR(0) = 11 (21 dB).
These conditions are easy to achieve in monolithic differential
amplifiers but require manual passive component trimming in dif-
ferential circuits built from discrete components.

Monolithic differential (instrumentation) amplifiers have the
additional advantage of the negative correlation between their
input equivalent voltage and current noise sources and between
both current noise sources, which reduces differential-mode noise.
These advantages can be lost when the amplifier is preceded by a
front-end with passive components, particularly high-value resis-
tors, that can become the predominant noise sources due to their
thermal noise and amplifier input noise currents. This could be
the case, for example, of input biasing networks or ac-coupling fil-
ters. In these cases, large resistors must be placed in circuit posi-
tions where they contribute common-mode noise, as in Fig. 7e,
rather than differential-mode noise, as in Fig. 7d. In other words,
input biasing T-networks like that in Fig. 4 are preferred. Instru-
mentation amplifiers built from discrete components will always
be noisier whatever the input biasing network because their input
noise currents will be uncorrelated.
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Appendix. . Derivation of (5)
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